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1
ll Rod heard was the roar of the crowd in his ears, but from far away, as though coming from
behind a wall.   He was here,  but he was a spectator  in his own body.   As he watched his
opponent peel himself up from the mat, Rod realized that he only had to down the man one

more time.
A

The man was Brendan “Brick” Evans, and the nickname fit perfectly.  He was six and half feet 
tall and weighed nearly 400 pounds.  Without his judogi, his chest made women swoon.  It was 
hairless, his skin smooth with a oily shine, powerful upper arms attached to broad shoulders.  A 
washboard stomach and a six-pack of abs rounded out his perfect appearance.

Brick was an American, but he had studied in the Orient during his teen years, which led him to 
trade the primitive sport of wrestling for an eclectic mix of martial arts.  Currently, judo was the form 
of choice and the man was good.

Brick outweighed Rod Taylor by 150 pounds.  And this was one of many things wracking Rod’s 
nerves as the two lined up for another go.  For Rod, everything stood perfectly still.  He couldn’t hear 
the cheering crowd anymore over the pounding of his own heart.  So much was on the line.

If Rod won this match, it meant a major upset; a win well outside of his normal weight class.  But
most importantly, it would secure a spot on the United States Olympic Judo Team for 2012.

Rod and Brick stood the requisite 13 feet apart.  The referee’s hand signaled the start of the 
match, painfully slow.  The words came out deep and drawn out, like someone played a tune too slowly
on the record player.

Brick already won enough qualifying matches to go to London.  The outcome of this match didn’t
matter for him.  Rod was a wild card.  He had come in out of nowhere, tearing up the MMA scene.  He 
became a quick celebrity with three high profile wins, including a long UFC winning streak.

Now, Rod was one throw away from the Olympics.
One throw.
“Hajime!” the referee said.
Rod and Brick circled each other.  It was superfluous.  The two had fought several times before 

and didn’t need to feel each other out.  The weight of this match, the importance of a Taylor victory 
here, is what made them cautious.  Rod wanted this more than anything.  Brick, Rod knew, didn’t care 
for showboats like Rod Taylor.  Brick wanted to win to keep Rod off of the Olympic Team.

Brick had stated in interviews that the Olympics should be for amateur athletes only.  Rod was a 
pro and branded himself like Deion Sanders or Terell Owens.  These guys played for themselves and 
carried the team along for the ride.  Rod carried no one but himself, and competed in martial arts 
because it was an individual sport.

Rod let Brick make the first move, the surprisingly agile giant lunging in low.  Rod planted his 
feet and lowered his center of gravity, making a solid wall for Brick to hit.  Rod stood six inches 
shorter than Brick, and he lacked the larger man’s perfect physique.  Rod had a small paunch in the 
belly, his shoulders weren’t very broad, his pecs were less defined.  None of that mattered, for skill 
wins martial arts battles and Rod knew how to turn Brick’s freight-train charge against him.  Rod 
caught his opponent, then threw the larger man backwards.

Brick managed to land, with some grace, on his feet.  Then he regained his balance and launched 
forward.  Rod deftly stepped aside, extending a stiff arm into Brick’s path and catching his opponent in 
the midsection, just above his stomach, and knocking the wind out of him.  Rod delivered a knifehand 
strike to the side of Brick’s face, then grabbed Brick’s limp arm and, with sudden unearthly strength, 



flung the large man to the other side of the ring.
He won.
Rod won.
He was going to London.
What Rod lacked in physique, he made up for by having the round face and perfect hair of his 

Hollywood namesake.  His parents were big fans, so unfortunately he was stuck with this name.  He 
wanted a stage name, but his agent though that he might draw some Internet hits by accident, thus 
gaining new fans.

Rod flashed a perfect white smile, he held his arms in the air.  He expected the crowd noise, 
dampened by an invisible wall moments ago, to come flush into his ears.  Instead, only silence.

Had he actually stunned them into silence?
Maybe this was better than applause.
Rod was too busy making himself the most famous person in his own mind to notice why 

everyone was silent.  He was the last to take note of the doctors attending Brick.  He was the last one 
horrified at the spreading pool of blood beneath Brick’s skull.

And then Rod’s thoughts left Brick again, turning inward as they always do, wondering if he was 
going to get any jail time for killing a man.

2
od felt hands on his shoulders, but he didn’t quite know who owned them.  The hands urged
Rod toward the locker room.  He heard a murmur well up from the crowd.  Victoria Simms, the
radiant blonde beauty that Brick dated, shed tears over his body.R

His dead body.
What had Rod done?
Rod next became aware of the flash of cameras, and reflexively hid his face.  This was not a 

moment he wanted to remember.
“Mr. Taylor, what are you going to do now?” someone asked.
“Mr. Taylor, will you make amends to the family?” another asked.
“Mr. Taylor, how does it feel to be a murderer?”  Rod stopped moving, glancing back.  A 

handsome, African American reporter had asked the question, one that Rod recognized as Lamont 
Lane, a decorated journalist with two Pulitzer Prizes sitting on his mantle.  Lane was renown for 
ambush reporting, asking unanswerable questions to trap his quarry.

“Don’t answer,” Rod’s trainer whispered.  The trainer, an elderly Japanese gentleman named 
Hideyoshi Mitzusaka, shot Lane a withering glare.  “He has no comment,” Hideyoshi said.

With that, Hideyoshi escorted Rod into the locker room and slammed the door.  The drone of 
reporters and the incessant camera clicks were silenced, and Rod could again hear his thoughts.

“Oh my God, what happened?” a woman’s voice asked.  It was half-accusatory, and half-
sympathetic.

“I— I don’t know,” Rod said after a long, uncomfortable pause.
The locker room wasn’t private and was designated for men only, but it didn’t shock Rod that 

Cheyenne was here.  All the commotion surrounding Brick’s death meant they would have 
uninterrupted privacy.  The locker room was divided into sections,  this one being a twenty square foot 
humid room with the pungent odor of sweat that made the room feel even smaller.  Behind Rod was a 
iron door that led to the arena.  In front, twenty red cage lockers lined both sides of the room, ten on 
each side.  Two wooden benches ran between the lockers, leaving an open space in the middle of the 



room.
In that open space stood a woman, dark haired and elegant, demanding answers.  “Rod, you killed

him,” the woman said.  She was Rod’s girlfriend, Cheyenne Andrews.  Cheyenne had a narrow, 
elliptical face and eyes that seemed too large.  Her chin tapered sharply, but never came to a point and 
her lips were still wide and juicy.

Rod didn’t need the reminder of his misdeed, so he turned away from Cheyenne.  How could he 
look at anyone right now?

Rod stalked over to his locker and absently twisted the dial of the combination lock.
“Rod?” Cheyenne demanded.
Rod opened the locker with force, and a resounding clang echoed through the chamber.  “I don’t 

know, all right?  I don’t know what happened.”
Cheyenne softened.  Rod sneered unseen, his back still to his girlfriend.  He guessed she realized 

that he was suffering too.  He felt her hand on his shoulder, but he swatted it away.
She had, after all, been accusatory just moments ago.
He sensed Cheyenne was still behind him.
Hideyoshi, who had moved from the door to the opposite side of the locker room, broke the 

silence.  “Taylor-san, I trained you since you were a small boy.  I hope that something of what I said 
about sportsmanship got through to you.”

Rod slammed the locker door shut, and faced his girlfriend and his trainer.  Cheyenne’s eyes were
wet with tears and her face wore horrible burdens.  She was normally beautiful, but right now the 
burdens obscured that beauty and turned it into something else.  Her face punched Rod in the gut.

Hideyoshi was a wall, impossible to read.  His face was hard, like granite.  His posture was 
straight, arms folded, eyes narrow and harsh.  His whole demeanor urged Rod to make the right choice,
the choice that no athletes ever made.

Rod squared his shoulders and walked back to the doors to the arena.  He opened them, and 
strode out with purpose.

“What?” Cheyenne asked.
Hideyoshi smiled, slowly.  “I think I know.”
Rod ignored the reporters who had hovered by the door.  He stiff-armed Lamont Lane, just 

enough to knock the reporter out of the way.  He walked toward the arena.
The arena was a flurry of activities, paramedics and gawkers and family members.  And Victoria 

Simms, still ravishing in smeared makeup and a raw, red nose.  Rod stayed back a few feet, and then 
called her name.

Victoria looked up, she saw him, and her grief turned to anger.  “You son of a bitch, I’ll see you 
in hell!”

A man restrained her from charging Rod.  She almost slipped out of his grip, and another woman 
stood between Victoria and Rod, whispering softly to Victoria that Rod wasn’t worth it.  Be the bigger 
person.

A second man, behind Victoria but not actively restraining her, looked at Rod with scorn and 
hatred.  “You’ve caused us enough pain.  I would have liked her to take you apart, you’re lucky other 
people restrained her.”

“I deserve—” Rod began.
“That and more.  Just go.  No one wants you here.”
“No,” Rod said firmly.  “I’m here because I’m sorry that this happened.”
Victoria stopped struggling.
“I wanted to say that I never meant for this to happen, and I’m sorry.  I have caused more harm 

than I can possibly imagine, but I want to help.”
“He’s posturing,” the hard-eyed man said.
“Let him talk,” Victoria snapped.



“Whatever funeral expenses, whatever counseling you need, send me the bill.  I know that I can’t 
take the pain away, but I hope that will help.”

3
od picked  up the  expenses  for  Brick’s  funeral,  as  much  out  of  guilt  as  duty  to  his  fallen
comrade. There was quite a turnout from the sports world, and not just limited to martial artists.
A few professional wrestlers, including that one that became a famous action movie star, were

there. There were football and baseball players as well.
R

With so many celebrities, the media camped out on the doorstep of the funeral home, turning the 
entire experience into something like a red carpet extravaganza. A few of the celebrities, clearly not in 
mourning over the loss of one of their own, ate this up and even used it as a chance for some free 
publicity. They would stop at the reporters’ stations, and chat them up, giving pithy quotes on the 
deceased before going into the funeral home and offer cursory respects. Speaking with the reporters 
lasted longer than their visit inside.

It was organized chaos. One event, however, turned it into pure chaos.
Rod Taylor, looking dapper in a dark suit and a mahogany tie, ignited a frenzy when he stepped 

from his car. He took Cheyenne’s graceful hand, and led her toward the entrance. Cheyenne turned 
more than a few heads in a curve-hugging black dress and small clutch that matched Rod’s tie.

“Disrespectful!”
“He’s here?”
Brick’s fans, who were denied entry to the funeral home, had set up a vigil behind the press. 

When word reached them that Rod was heading inside, they mobbed the area. They threatened to 
overwhelm the security that the funeral home had provided.

Rod picked up the pace, and so did Cheyenne. They were both ready for this, realizing that the 
fans wouldn’t be very welcoming. He had, after all, killed their idol.

A powerfully built African American man wearing an impeccable three piece suit stepped 
between Rod and Cheyenne, and the entrance.

“Lamont Lane,” he said.
“I know who you are,” Rod said, sliding his dark glasses down the bridge of his nose and looking 

over the rims at Lane.
“You must be Cheyenne Andrews,” Lane said. “That is a very lovely necklace.”
Cheyenne ran her fingers over the broach, which she thought was probably fancier than it should 

be for the occasion.
“Rod, I was wondering if you might answer a few questions.”
“I have no comment, so if you’ll excuse me.”
Lane blocked Rod’s stiff arm. “Don’t touch me, Taylor. You don’t want any more blood on your 

hands, do you?”
“Step aside, so I’m not forced.”
“Are you threatening me?”
Cheyenne stepped between the two men, who now stood and looked straight into each other’s 

eyes. She pushed them an arm’s length apart. “That’s enough, both of you,” she scolded.
“I was just going inside, babe,” Rod said. He brushed his suit clean as he walked slowly toward 

the door, his eyes never leaving Lane. His body faced the reporter, even walking backwards for several 
steps, until he was safely inside the door.

Cheyenne removed her palm from Lamont Lane and moved toward the door, also keeping her 



eyes on the reporter.
“He’s bad news, honey,” Lane said. “Take my word for it. He’s a murderer.”
“It was an accident, Mr. Lane,” Cheyenne said.
“Why’s he here?”
“No comment.” Hand on the door, Cheyenne opened it and stepped out of the storm.
Somber and silent, Rod stood fixed straight ahead with his back to Cheyenne. He had not yet 

moved from the vestibule into the common area. His nose was inches from the glass door.
“Honey?” Cheyenne asked.
Rod jumped. “Right. Guess we gotta do this.”
“Are you okay?” Cheyenne asked. She approached Rod and stood closer to him, resting her hand 

on his shoulder and rubbing it. Rod inhaled sharply, then exhaled a moment later.
“Fine.” He opened the door and stepped into the common area. The funeral home had three rooms

to host different showings. The middle one was marked for the Evans family. Rod strode to it, 
Cheyenne on his arm.

The Evans family was as happy to see him as the Brick fans outside. Brick’s father stood, casting 
a glare toward Rod that delivered the message better than any words: Rod was not welcome.

Father and two brothers started a pincer move, two from one side and one from the other side. 
The only possible objective this could have was expelling Rod.

Rod looked nervously at Cheyenne. He hadn’t prepared for this. Neither had she. What could they
do? Rod didn’t want a fight here, he was already in enough trouble with Brick fans and the press. He 
hoped for closure with the Evans family, but it didn’t appear as though he was going to get it.

Rod stood in the double doors to the middle room. There were folding chairs arranged on both 
sides of the door, six rows deep. A space in the middle created an aisle straight to the casket. Two 
women wept next to the casket, one on her knees on the kneeler provided and the other on her feet 
consoling the first.

The two brothers approached from Rod’s left, near the second row from the front. Both were still 
working through the chairs. On the left, the father with his snowy beard trimmed straight along his 
jawline moved into the aisle only steps from Rod.

He was clearly ready to fight.
Rod had to make up his mind quickly on a course of action, but he drew a blank. He didn’t want 

to fight. It seemed poor form to beat up the greiving father and two brothers of the man you just killed.
Neither did he want to let this man beat him up and throw him out of the funeral. The press would

have a field day with that for weeks.
There really was no good choice here.
“Stop! Stop! Stop!”
The voice came from the front of the room, near the casket. The kneeling woman had stood up 

and turned around, looking disapprovingly on the display of machismo. It was Victoria Simms, who 
had been comforted by her boyfriend’s mother. The mother also seemed upset, and not just at losing 
her son. Disappointment in her husband was written on her face.

“He’s here because I want him here,” Victoria said sternly.
“He killed our son,” the father protested.
“It was an accident and he is sorry. I forgive him and you should too!”
The father hung his head. His son dated a very wise woman.
Rod suspected that the father knew these words to be true, but that he wasn’t ready to let go of his

anger just yet. He should steer clear of this man.
Rod kissed Cheyenne briefly on the lips. She held both his hands tightly for a few seconds after 

the kiss. “I’ll be right here if you need me,” she said quietly.
Rod nodded.
He turned to the casket. Victoria was now alone, Brick’s mother tending to her husband. Time 



seemed to slow down, and the aisle seemed to extend longer as Rod slowly moved closer to the casket.
He finally stood in front of Victoria, who was a breathtaking beauty even in grief. Her blonde hair

was in a bun and her makeup on point. Rod kissed her lightly on the cheek and hugged her.
“Thank you for believing me,” he said.
“You need this closure as much as I do,” Victoria said.
The two held hands as they looked into the casket. Rod’s tears ran freely and noiselessly, but 

Victoria cried audibly.
“I’m sorry,” Rod said in a horse whisper. His voice had left him.
“He was going to retire after the Olympics,” Victoria said.
“What was he going to do?” Rod asked.
“He was going to be a police officer. He really wanted to fight crime in Centersville.”

4
he reaction to Rod attending the funeral continued in the tabloid media. “Unbelievable hubris on
the part of Rod Taylor,” wrote one journalist. Lamont Lane in particular seemed determined to
smear Rod for having the audacity to show up at the funeral.T

The journalists made note of Victoria’s lack of reaction.  She seemed “almost appreciative,” one 
wrote.

A week after the funeral, Rod Taylor called for a press conference.  There was speculation in the 
media and on various blogs what Rod would say.  Most expected Rod to say he would take Brick’s spot
on the Olympic team, and that it would some kind of special honor.

And Rod was universally slammed for it.
When the day of the press conference arrived, the media packed together in the workout room of 

Hideyoshi’s gym.  Rod’s attorney, Kaden Klein, warmed the crowd up, explaining that Rod would read
a short, prepared statement and would not take any questions afterword.

“Hopefully, the statement will answer all of your questions,” the lawyer said.
The press buzzed, attempting to ask questions, but Klein silenced them with a wave of his hand.  

“First, a statement from Victoria Simms.  Miss Simms?”
From Hideyoshi’s office, Victoria Simms emerged.  She wore a red dress that exposed her 

shoulders, and a matching infinity scarf tied loosely around her neck.  She had large, golden hoop 
earrings and wore matching bracelets on her wrists.  She looked less like a greiving girlfriend and more
like a single lady ready to hit an exclusive dance club.

That caused quite the stir in the press gallery.
Victoria cleared her throat with a fist over her mouth.  Rings of various sizes adorned her fingers, 

and her neatly trimmed nails were painted glossy black.
She revealed her lips, which had a dark violet shade of lipstick, and then spoke.  “Lots of you 

talk, and talk trash, about Rod coming to Brick’s funeral.  Look, Rod Taylor and Brick, they were, like,
close.  Like, not brothers or nothing, but they, like, were going to join the same Olympic team so they 
had, like, this bond, okay?

“Some of you think, like, I shouldn’t have let Rod come to the funeral.  Well, Rod, he’s been 
upstanding through this whole ordeal.”  Here, she wiped a tear out away from her eye, which was 
adorned with a great black line of eyeliner circling the edges of the eyelids.  “Like, Rod, like, 
apologized right away.  Like, he paid for the funeral and he paid for my, like, therapy and other stuff.”

She cried.  For someone with caked-on makeup and a sleazy dress, it was surprisingly genuine.  
Everyone could sense her love for Brick, and her gratitude to Rod.



“That’s all I can do,” she said, quickly making an exit before any reporters could ask questions.
Next, Rod took the stage.  Everyone was silent.
“I’ve read your blogs,” Rod said, sternly.  “I know what you’ve speculated, I know what you 

think of me taking Brick’s spot on the Olympic team.”
He paused for effect.
“I agree with each and every one of you, that were I to take that spot, it would be in poor taste.  

I’ve dreamed of becoming the best martial artist, but I don’t want it at the expense of a friend and 
colleague.  I want it on my own merit.”

Rod inhaled.  He tried to prepare himself for what was coming next.
“I have blood on my hands,” he said, to a gasp of the crowd.  Reporters started scribbling in their 

notebooks.  The ones recording the proceedings pushed their handheld devices closer to the speakers, 
not wanting to miss what was coming next.

“Accidental blood, but blood nonetheless.  The autopsy and police investigation are both included
in your press packets, in case you don’t believe me.  The death is an accident, I will face no criminal 
charges, I am cleared of all wrongdoing.”

Rod sounded vulnerable, compassionate, and real.  Not something that people get from sports 
figures, particularly sports figures that try to be their own brand.  “I am permanently retiring from all 
MMA fighting, effective immediately.  I cannot possibly continue, the guilt is real, the pain is real, I—”

Rod choked up.  He looked down at the podium to compose himself, then returned his gaze to the 
assembled crowd.  With glassy eyes and a tremor in his voice, he continued.

“I don’t know where I’m going or what I’m doing right now, but I wherever I go I will carry 
Brick’s memory with me.  Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.”

Rod exited the gym with reporters still shouting questions.

5
ix months after the death of Olympic hopeful Brendan “Brick” Evans, Rod Taylor could barely
afford the whiskey that he drank himself to sleep with.S

His gym membership lapsed and the weight started to pile on, first on his thighs then it creeped 
up to his gut, inflating the middle age paunch that affected him even during his Olympic tryouts.  
Muscles in his arms and shoulders atrophied and the skin first sagged, then filled out with fat.

He neglected his perfect hair.  His smile was no longer gleaming white, but a dull cream color.  
His eyes, formerly a piercing green, darkened and looked lifeless.

“You’re killing yourself, Rod,” Cheyenne scolded.
“So what?” Rod asked.
“Well, I love you, you idiot, but I hate seeing you like this!”  She combed a strand of her dark 

brown hair out of her huge, round eyes.  In contrast to his, her eyes remained full of life and hope.
“I’m sorry,” he said.
“Then stop doing this to yourself.”
“I deserve it,” he said, and looked away.
She knew better than to continue this conversation.  She turned on her heels and walked out of the

living room, such as it were.  The only place they could afford between Cheyenne’s meager income at 
the restaurant and having to funnel almost everything else into legal fees was a studio apartment.  The 
only other room was a kitchen, which Cheyenne sulked into so that she didn’t have to look at the blob 
on the couch that used to be in peak physical shape.

She still loved the asshole, but this is enough.  She had to galvanize him into action.  But how?



6
heyenne lay awake on the sofa bed that she shared with Rod.  As usual, he snored loudly next to
her and expelled the pungent scent of booze into the air each time he exhaled.  Between his lack
of showering and high alcohol intake, she was scarcely able to stand the smell of him anymore.C
Cheyenne slid out of bed and walked into the kitchen.  She took out her cellphone, a luxury she 

could not afford.  Fortunately, her parents supplied one for her, for emergencies.  This life, or lack of 
one, had finally got the better of her.  This must stop.  Now.

She dialed a familiar number.  Her living conditions had to qualify as an emergency.
Hideyoshi picked up on the third ring.  “Do you know what time it is?” he asked, slightly 

annoyed.
“Yeah,” Cheyenne said.
The sleep disappeared from Hideyoshi’s voice.  “Cheyenne?”
“I can’t do this anymore.”
“I’m surprised you lasted as long as you did.  You guys weren’t living.  Just existing.”
“Best description of it,” Cheyenne said.
“Tell me what I can do to help.”
Cheyenne and Hideyoshi talked for two hours.  They planned a surprise intervention.  They were 

the only two people egotistical Rod loved more than  himself, so he had to listen to them.  They would 
make him see the suicide spiral he was on.  They would snap him out of it.

Step one of her plan was complete.

* * *

Step two occurred the next day.  Rod sat in his usual place on the couch.  It was barely past noon 
and already he had consumed half a bottle of whiskey.  Cheyenne buzzed around the cramped kitchen, 
making lunch for three.  The kitchen was barely ten feet square, much of it taken up by the worn, 
stained cabinets.  The stove didn’t work when they moved in, and the landlord made no effort to fix or 
replace it.

The refrigerator was tiny, with a freezer inside the unit that required manual defrosting or ice 
flakes would slowly take over the entire thing.  Even clear of those flakes, Cheyenne was lucky to fit 
two frozen dinners in there.

The whole kitchen had a thick, moisture-laden smell to it.  Cheyenne ignored this indescribable 
odor now, but she often saw the scrunched noses of guests when they entered this room, an 
embarrassing reminder of what her life with Rod had become.

She finished the simple lunch: six lunch meat sandwiches, potato chips with ranch dip, and two 
bottles of sparkling water.  She knew Rod would keep putting away the whiskey.  The portions were 
lovingly arranged on paper plates.

There was a knock at the door.  Rod looked up.  “Honey?” he asked.  “Who’s here?”
Cheyenne walked across the living room, which was barely larger than the kitchen, and opened 

the door.  Hideyoshi stepped inside the apartment.  Cheyenne watched his vigilant brown eyes take in 
the tan carpeting, the sofa hide-a-bed across from the box TV, and the end of the living room.  To the 
right, the kitchen Cheyenne had just come from, to the left a bathroom the size of an airplane lavatory.  
She saw disgust and pity in Hideyoshi’s eyes.

This is the opulence a failed martial artist’s salary buys.
On the couch was the blob that Rod had become.  “Master?” he asked.  He tried to cover his 

stained wife-beater by hugging himself, and he shifted uncomfortably trying to sit up.  “Nice to see 
you,” he said, feigning excitement.



Rod rested his arms across his lap.  The ugly wife-beater became the least of his problems, since 
he was wearing only a pair of thin boxers.  Cheyenne stifled a smile.  Rod must now know he is not 
dressed for company.

“Thank you for coming, Hideyoshi,” Cheyenne said warmly.
“You’re welcome, Cheyenne,” Hideyoshi said with a smile.  Then he addressed Rod.  “Taylor-

san, you look like hell.”
“No Nice to see you?” Rod asked.
“I’ve never held back, for your entire training.  Ever.  I’m not going to start now.  What have you 

done to yourself?”
“Nothing.”
Hideyoshi groaned.  “I see you’ve done nothing since we parted ways, but I asked what you’ve 

done to yourself.  Answer the question I’ve asked.”
“We’re going to be here a while,” Cheyenne said.  “Lunch?”
“That would be nice,” Hideyoshi said.

* * *

Hideyoshi and Cheyenne talked at Rod for the better part of two hours.  It seemed as though 
nothing they said got through to him.  Rod was a stubborn man, and a proud man.  He refused to see 
how far he had let himself slide.

Formerly in peak condition, weighing in at 225 pounds of muscle, Rod had ballooned to 340 
pounds.  Almost none of it muscle.  He had lost the tone and definition he had before.  He showered so 
infrequently that neighbors in the next apartment sometimes complained.

Hideyoshi and Cheyenne took Rod to a mirror and forced him to look.  They made him remember
his last shower and shave.  He finally conceded their point.  For the first time, Rod really looked at 
himself and the result disgusted him.  He always had a “beer belly,” but this was horrific to see.  His 
hair was matted and greasy, not teased to boyish perfection.  His smile didn’t gleam, but was dingy and
yellow.

His stomach churned.  He wrung his hands uncomfortably.  He could no longer bear to look at 
himself, and asked Hideyoshi and Cheyenne to move on, please.  The words caught in his throat.

Next, they went over his bank statements.  Money flowed out for rent, food, electricity, heat.  The
cable bill had been canceled long ago, when Cheyenne reasoned that they couldn’t continue paying all 
of these expenses and still live on their own.

Why?  Only a small amount of money flowed in.  Cheyenne took a job as a waitress in order to 
help make ends meet.  She figured it would just be for a couple of months, but it stretched on.  She 
recently took a promotion to management, but that still didn’t improve their negative cash flow.

Her job only prolonged the inevitable.
Rod’s head hit the table.  He tried to make sense of all of this.  In six months, all of his worldly 

assets would be depleted, and Cheyenne’s job wouldn’t sustain this lifestyle despite the frugality of it.  
The studio apartment, the lack of entertainment expenses; even with only rent, food, and major utilities 
they still couldn’t live.

Cheyenne said that if Rod doesn’t snap out of it, the only other option would be to sell both their 
cars and save the insurance expense, then rely on public transportation to get to work.  But managers 
were required to have their own cars, so that really wouldn’t work for the long term.

There really was only one conclusion.  One takeaway.  Rod had to quit feeling sorry for himself, 
but he didn’t know where to start.

Cheyenne rested a hand on his shoulder.  Its warmth reassuring.  A strength seemed to flow from 
it into Rod, and Rod smiled as he laid his own hand upon hers.

“I’m here for you,” she said.



“We both are,” Hideyoshi said.  “We will teach you how to put your life back together again, but 
first you need to do one thing.”

“Anything, Master,” Rod said.  For the first time, his voice came out full, brimming with hope for
the future instead of despair for the present.

“Take a shower,” Hideyoshi said.
Rod hung his head.  Cheyenne laughed.
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